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FROM THE CHAIRPERSON’S DESK…

My Dear Members,

During the tough times of pandemic, I was elected as the Chairperson of the Pune Chapter. These two years
were tough as well as exciting. Here, I would like to mention that my journey on this path was as smooth as
silk with my best Managing Committee team Bakhtawar, Monica, Annabella, Assunta, Preeti, Preeta & Past
Chairperson Uma who always believed in me, encouraged & supported me in all the decisions taken. I am
thankful to all the Past Chairpersons, Jasmine, Lata, Veena, Kanta, Hyacinth & Geeta for their valuable
guidance & support whenever I asked. Not to forget my dear members, a very big thank you to all who truly
believed in our team, took active part & attended monthly sessions on zoom organised by us in past two years.
With the beginning of new term, this would be my last address as a Chairperson. I shall be happy to pass the
baton to the new Chairperson & Managing Committee. I am sure the new committee will continue to give their
best with all the support & encouragement from our members. All the very best & good luck to New Managing
Committee. Remember, I am always there with you all.

Lots of Love, Stay blessed!

Beroze Divecha
Chairperson
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Dear All,

“All that we are is a result of what we have thought” Buddha

We all want certain things in life. We want to be successful in all
sorts of areas, have a certain amount of income, a rewarding career,
good health, a loving partner, friends and so much more. More than
anything, we want to be happy.

How can we have what we desire? You can’t just wish for something
and expect it to appear magically. Most of us must have read the
book The Secret by Rhonda Byrne, which emphases on the Law of
Attraction.

The Power of Your Thoughts - Your thoughts have incredible power.
Thoughts are energy and if you’re emitting positive energy, then
positive energy will be rebounded right back to you. Ultimately,
everything in the universe is energy and has a vibration.

Ask, Believe, and Receive - Ask for the things you desire. It could
be more income, good health or a life partner. Once you have
asked, it’s time to believe that your request has been heard and your
desire has been voiced. That positive energy associated with your
request has gone out into the universe to ATTRACT positive people,
situations, money, opportunities, etc. that will manifest into reality.
Live in a state of expectancy and allow the law of attraction to work
with you and receive it with gratitude.

Use positive affirmations that can help you become more positive, as
they retrain your brain. Recite positive affirmations daily so that you
will become accustomed to thinking positive.

Any situation that we are today can be changed. So, learn as much
as you can about law of attraction and live a life of happiness and
peace.

Best regards,
Assunta Christy

FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK…
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On Saturday 29th January, Mumbai Head-Quarters had the very first
interesting session of 2022 on “Being Assertive” by Ms. Sukanya Roy
Chaudhury. Ms. Roy Chaudhury is the founder of Learning Levers and
has been recognized as one of 'The 10 Most Admired Consultant
Leaders' in 2019 by The Business Sight Media. She has over 20 years of
experience in Talent Management and Development.

She shared her ideas and her own experiences on the subject.
Assertive behavior includes being an active listener; behavior which
includes good eye contact, not interrupting when the other person is
talking, and reflecting what was just said to confirm the information
was heard correctly.

To be assertive is to have the ability to get your message across in a
self assured and confident way without being aggressive. Assertiveness
is an important communication skill at work. It is a communication
style that respects our own needs and preferences and balances them
with the needs and preferences of others. It's expressing our thoughts
and feelings in a direct and respectful manner.

Ms. Roy Chaudhury explained it by using the SBI Situation-Behavior-
Impact Technique –
Situation: outline the situation you're referring to, so that the context
is clear and specific.
Behavior: discuss the precise behavior that you want to address.
Impact: finally, highlight the impact of the person's behavior on you,
the team and the organization.

An interactive session and made us feel that we are better prepared to
deal with uncomfortable issues.
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FEBRUARY 2022

On 26th February, our very own member Ms. Hyacinth Arya addressed
all India IASAPian on an interesting topic Stressomania Freedom.
Ms. Hyacinth Arya is a Trained Freelance Corporate Trainer, Facilitator
and Image Consultant. She also held the position of Chairperson IASAP-
Pune Chapter from the year 1999 to 2003 and is presently nominated
as Chairperson IASAP-BPC (All India) by HQ. Being very creative, she is
the pioneer of the Santa Brigade in Pune and has been interviewed on
TV by various prominent channels like Reuters TV, NDTV, Star TV and
Aaj tak for the same. Apart from her culinary skills Ms. Arya is an
amazing costume designer and has done as many as 3,500 costumes for
numerous schools in Pune and Panchghani.

Ms. Hyacinth Arya covered points as follows:
• Beginning of stress

- Trying to do things on own, compromise rather than align, lack of
concern/ communication, focusing on problems rather than
solution.

• How to free yourself from Influencers
- Consult experienced friends, thank them for advice, reason it out

and take your own decision. Make use of your Intelligent
Quotient, Emotional Quotient, Passion Quotient, Spiritual and
Business Quotient

• How to get out of stress
- Make a to do list, practice yoga, exercise, meditation follow a
hobby, Analyse with 5W1H (what, where, who, when, why, how)

• How to keep away from stress (if not physically, mentally)
- shift from person to event or assignment, seek clarity in
ambiguity, listen actively.

The session was full of introspection and learnings.
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Pune Chapter celebrated International Women’s Day on
13th March 2022 at Umber Valley Resort – Bhor. After a
gap of two years, members joined the educational tour in
large number making it memorable one.
The long-awaited tour was filled with loads of fun
bringing back only happy memories and leaving only
footprints.
The pictures says it all….

Continued….
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IASAP - Pune’s first INFORMAL Interactive Group “TIME TALK”- Totally Innovative
Motivating Exchanges. This group is exclusively for all IASAP PUNE members on
WhatsApp. This group is an official group of IASAP, incorporated to allow
members to chat, greet, post general jokes, messages, news or information
worth improving our profession. Ladies, do enjoy the forum, share your
innovative thoughts and stay connected..

IASAP - Pune’s first INFORMAL Interactive Group “TIME TALK”- Totally Innovative
Motivating Exchanges. This group is exclusively for all IASAP PUNE members on
WhatsApp. This group is an official group of IASAP, incorporated to allow
members to chat, greet, post general jokes, messages, news or information
worth improving our profession. Ladies, do enjoy the forum, share your
innovative thoughts and stay connected..

BEST PRACTICES CONTEST (BPC)

The Objective of BEST PRACTICES CONTEST (BPC) is to
focus on help/initiatives extended to needy women or
the girl child for their betterment/empowerment. This
initiative not only keeps us in line with contemporary
initiatives, but it also aligns with the vision, mission
and aims of IASAP India and the ASA. This is also a new
challenge for us to renew our initiatives, perspectives
and approach towards social service at IASAP – Pune
Chapter.

We encourage members to come forward and make a
difference. Your contribution can be in terms of time,
energy, money, idea, resources etc. Contact any of
the Committee members.
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Virtual Sessions arranged by National & International Chapters 

 IASAP Hyderabad Chapter hosted a session on 19th February By Sister Radhika
from Brahma Kumari. Sister connected spiritualty to corporate world and life in
general with beautiful stories. Experiencing spirituality in the workplace is
interwoven with the growth of creativity, honesty, trust, commitment, and sense
of personal growth and development of personnel. Her key message was to be
aware of one's thoughts and everything else is taken care of.

 Delhi Chapter organised an exclusive on 19th February on 10 Pillars of OMNI Life
with Mr. Anil Chopra – Group Director – Financial well being and Corporate Affairs
– Bajaj Capital.
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Dear Professional Administrators,

Your smile is your logo, your personality is your business card. How you leave others feeling after
having an experience with you becomes your trademark.

Success isn't about the money you make; it is about the difference you make in people's lives.
Positive thinking is more than just a tagline. It changes the way we behave. And I firmly believe that
when I am positive, it not only makes me better, but it also makes those around me better. Live as
if you were to die tomorrow. Learn as if you were to live forever. Each time we face our fear, we
gain strength, courage and confidence in the doing.

If you are interested in something, no matter what it is, go at its full speed ahead. Embrace it with 
both arms, hug it, love it, and above all, become passionate about it.

Gratitude has the power to change everyone and everything. A good life is not a place at which you
arrive, it's a lens through which you see and create your world.

Finally....Your work is going to fill a large part of your life, and the only way to be truly satisfied is
to do what you believe is great work. And the only way to do great work is to love what you do. If
you haven't found it yet, keep looking. Don't settle. As with all matters of the heart, you'll know
when you find it. And, like any great relationship, it just gets better and better as the years roll on.
So, keep looking until you find it. Don't settle.

Wish you all a successful and happy Professional Life ahead...

Love and Cheers, Irene
(compiled taking reference from great leaders)

Shared by Irene Gonsalves 
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MEMOIR OF Annabella Salis
Those were the days when I travelled by Public transport from Kondhwa to my office
located in Pimpri. I made friends with the co-commuters and, it became a daily
routine to wish and ask after each other spreading joy and smiles all around.

The one who touched my heart was Lata. Lata was visually impaired and working
at the Post Office. She used to commute with me by the same bus I took daily
and would get down at Pune Station. Soon we started knowing each other and
became good friends. So much so that we now had a code by which she would
recognize me, I would tap her shoulder and she with a smile would exclaim
Madam!😊 tumhi aahat na.. as much as to say Madam that’s you. Her smile
would light up her face and the other commuters would tell me, “she was
waiting for you” it touched me to the core. Whenever I was not there at the stop
Lata would ask the others if they saw me. The next day she would ask about me,
well-being at home and was eager to know why I was absent. She was a caring and loving person.

Time went by and our friendship grew; I would help her up the front entrance of the bus so she could sit on
the seat behind the driver, and I would go to the back entrance to get into bus. This went on for some time
and the conductor would observe our daily routine - now became our partner in crime😉 .. haha he would
make her sit on the first seat and keep the place next to her for me, I would get in from the back and walk to
the front and sit next to Lata. (what goes around comes around they say). I learnt many things from Lata,
she became my inspiration. When she paid for the ticket, I would worry that she may give the wrong
note/currency or coin; but no, she was too good, brilliant and independent. She would pay with the correct
denomination rupee or coin. I asked how she knew which was the currency, she showed me the braille marks
that was meant to be read by the blind.

Some weekends I visited her home, she had a daughter, and her husband was also visually impaired and was
working with the Railways. But they were not lagging in any way. Her husband would help Lata with the
cooking, by the time she reached home he would knead the dough, clean and cut the vegetables and other
chores so it would not be too much of a hassle for Lata. They got their daughter educated and were a small
happy family. Another incident which showed I was loved, trusted and blessed; Lata asked me to go with her
to the jewelers to choose a necklace for the daughter for her marriage and a ring for the son-in-law. I
continued meeting and kept in touch with all of them. Daughter is blessed with two children and Lata has
moved to their village.

This friendship, taught me to know that we are blessed with so many gifts and talents in life, and that we
must not always only think about ourselves but share what we have with others. It is not always necessary to
monetarily help; a smile, a touch, hug a little child, a helping hand to cross the road, a biscuit to a dog or
any hungry animal you see, or sit with someone a while to listen or talk, or any little thing that will bring joy
to others.

Life is a journey and not always perfect as we are not perfect; but we must keep walking and try our best to
do what we can to make a difference in the lives of those around us. Spread Joy…. Spread Love….. Anna
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Send your articles / feedback to  
Assunta.Christy@gmail.com

For regular updates 
Logon: http://www.iasapindia.com/Pune/

Flower therapy, or essence therapy, is a form of complementary and alternative
medicine. It's based on the idea that flowers have a healing vibrational energy.
The practice uses flower essences, which are liquids infused with a flower's
energy. They're also called flower remedies.

IASAP PUNe, 
CoMMIttee 
MeMbeRS 

wISHeS YoU 
A veRY HAPPY 

INteRNAtIoNAl 
woMeN'S DAY 


